
Chapter 2
Why Star Positions?

Two stars keep not their motion in one sphere.

William Shakespeare, King Henry the Fourth, Part I

T HE ENTIRE raison d’être for the Hipparcos satellite, and its resulting ce-
lestial cartography, was the accurate measurement of tiny angles that di-

vide up the sky. In order to understand these measurements, some essential
concepts must be laid out.

Dividing a circle, whether on paper or on an imaginary sweep of the ce-
lestial sky, is a task well-posed in principle. Practical techniques for doing so
aside, it is only necessary to agree on the unit of subdivision. [Scientific users
today prefer to work and calculate angles in units of radians. In this natural
mathematical system, a full circle is divided into 2×π radians, where π or ‘pi’
= 3.14159 is that most remarkable of numbers relating the circumference of a
circle to its diameter. Radians are wonderfully convenient for computations,
but not very intuitive, and I won’t mention them again.]

The commonly accepted choice of three hundred and sixty degrees in a
circle was made for us long ago. Ascribed to the Sumerians of ancient Baby-
lonia, more than 2000 BCE, it was perhaps guided by the number of days in a
year. One degree was subdivided into sixty minutes of arc, and each minute
of arc was divided still further into sixty seconds of arc. As a result, one de-
gree of angle comprises precisely three thousand six hundred seconds of arc
(60×60), and one complete circle therefore contains a little more than one
million of these tiny seconds of arc (360× 60× 60). The curious choice of
sixty rests on the number itself being highly composite: it has many divisors,
which facilitated calculations with fractions performed by hand.
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These subdivisions into sixty are the same as those used to carve up and
so describe the passage of time. We still happily cling to our day divided
into hours, minutes, and seconds, the only common measure to have firmly
resisted metrication. These byzantine subdivisions are, to be sure, terribly
cumbersome for modern scientific use and computer manipulation, as in-
convenient to calculate with as the British pre-decimal currency of twelve
pennies in a shilling, and twenty shillings in a pound. But the awkward sys-
tem of degrees, minutes and seconds remains in widespread use today. It
is the system still taught at school for measuring angles, and it is similarly
imposed on us in the representation of geographical coordinates of latitude
and longitude on Earth.

The same system is used in astronomy to describe the positions of ob-
jects on the sky. Astronomers use the terms right ascension and declination
on the sky to correspond with longitude and latitude on Earth, although we
need not touch on these again. Referring to ‘minutes of arc’ and ‘seconds
of arc’ simply reminds us that we are dealing with angular measurements,
rather than minutes or seconds of time. We will keep our description to an-
gles measured in degrees, minutes, and seconds, and give some examples to
try to visualise their magnitude.

Solar eclipse of 1999

If we could see the entire sky—which we can’t
because the Earth’s surface on which we stand ob-
structs around half of it at any time—a full sweep
around the celestial vault would correspond to
360 degrees. The Sun and the Moon both cover the
same angle on the sky, about half a degree. Although
their angular size is coincidentally the same, these
two celestial objects are of very different physical
sizes—the Sun being a massive 1.4 million kilome-
ters in diameter and our Moon being only 3500 kilo-
meters. Hold out your thumb at arm’s length and it
covers about the same angle, even though it’s much
smaller still. An angle is simply the ratio between

size and distance. The Sun is larger and much further away than the Moon,
and it is by mere coincidence that the two occupy roughly the same angle.
This is why, when the Moon happens to pass across the face of the Sun, it
all but blocks it out completely, leaving that miracle of the natural world, the
hauntingly spectacular total solar eclipse.

As a small aside, the rarity of this celestial performance comes down to
the fact that the Moon orbits the Earth in a slightly different plane to that of
the Earth orbiting around the Sun. As a result, the simultaneous and perfect
alignment of all three does occur from time to time, but is rather uncommon.
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Why Star Positions?

If the Sun ventures a little closer than normal, or the Moon a little further,
which happens because the orbits are slight ellipses and not perfect circles,
then an ‘annular’ or ring-shaped eclipse is the result. The ability to predict
eclipses is possible because accurate positions of the various bodies in the
solar system observed over many decades have been tied together through
a detailed model describing their gravitational interactions. Predictions well
into the future allow eclipse chasers to plan the next spectacle with confi-
dence. Armed with predictions over the distant past, historians can date cer-
tain documented events very precisely, from which other dates, and even a
society’s calendar, have been reconstructed.

SO WE CAN CERTAINLY VISUALISE half a degree as the angular size of the Sun
or Moon. But how about the much smaller one second of arc? Imagine peo-
ple standing in a large circle, spaced one meter apart. The circle would have
to be two hundred kilometers in radius, the distance between London and
Sheffield, or a little less than New York to Washington, or Munich to Vienna,
for each person to be spaced by an angle of one second of arc when viewed
from the centre. A million volunteers would be needed to populate the com-
plete circle.

London

1 second
of arc

Sheffield

An angle of one second of arc

(greatly magnified)

This very small angle, one second of arc,
turns out to be a rather convenient angular
measure in astronomy, and it has been used to
construct a very basic measure of astronomi-
cal distances, the parsec. This is central to the
story, and I will return to it shortly.

In very round numbers, one second of arc
is also the angle to which astronomers can
measure, with relative ease, the position of a
star at any one moment. Better accuracy than
this is not at all easy, and the limit arises due
to the shimmering effects of the Earth’s atmo-
sphere. It is the atmosphere which pushed these measurements to space,
and a little background is useful to explain more carefully why.

The lowest portion of our atmosphere is known as the troposphere. Ex-
tending to a height of about ten kilometers, it contains three quarters of the
atmosphere’s mass, and almost all of its water vapour. The word is handed
down to us from the Greek ‘tropos’ for ‘turning’ or ‘mixing’, and eloquently
conveys the fact that turbulent mixing of the air, due to convective heat-
ing rising from the Earth’s surface, plays an important part in our atmo-
sphere’s structure and behaviour. Most phenomena associated with day-to-
day weather also occur in this region. Air gets thinner all the way up due to
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the diminishing effects of gravity, and it doesn’t suddenly disappear at the
top of the troposphere. But the balance of heating and cooling changes, and
turbulence decreases—which is why commercial airlines prefer to fly high in
the troposphere. Higher still, in the stratosphere, the turbulence all but dis-
appears. The Earth’s atmosphere only gradually merges into interplanetary
space, and the boundary is variously taken at somewhere between a hundred
and ten thousand kilometers.

Turbulent atmosphere

Twinkling star
light on ground

Plane waves
above

atmosphere

Star light

Twinkling star light

Turbulence affects light rays passing through the
atmosphere, and causes the familiar twinkling of star
light. Eratosthenes (276 BCE–194 BCE) commented
on their ‘tremulous motion’. Turbulence increases
above a hot road surface in summer, or around evap-
orating petrol fumes in a filling station forecourt,
giving an even more exaggerated rippling motion.
To picture the problems of measuring star positions
from the ground, imagine trying to pin-point an ob-
ject seen through such a shimmering haze. To min-
imise the effects, astronomers build their telescopes
at high mountain sites where the thinner atmosphere
and smaller turbulence gives more stable images,
and away from the bright lights of roads and cities.
At good sites, the dancing motion might drop below
a second of arc, but not by much more.

The atmosphere is crucial for life, but it makes things hard for as-
tronomers, for its rippling motion is the main obstruction when it comes
to getting better astronomical images from the ground. The Hubble Space
Telescope has achieved its spectacular breakthroughs by riding high above
the Earth’s surface, beyond the atmosphere, at a height where this compli-
cated image motion is non-existent.

The same twinkling motion of stars viewed through the atmosphere
has imposed an impenetrable barrier to measuring their positions to much
better than about one second of arc. And for the very same reason, the
Hipparcos satellite was eventually able to achieve its impressively accurate
celestial cartography by conducting its survey of the night sky from high
above the Earth’s atmosphere.

THE HUMAN EYE imposes its own limit to measuring angles of about one
minute of arc—you can see two distinct car headlights at night up to about a
kilometer distance, but much beyond that they merge into one. Mainly de-
termined by the small diameter of the pupil through which light enters the
eye, this limit is many times worse than that inflicted by the atmosphere. Un-
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til the invention of the telescope, observations by eye had therefore placed
even worse limits on the accuracy of star positions. The introduction of
the telescope, credited to Dutch opticians in the opening years of the sev-
enteenth century, but considerably and more famously improved upon by
Galileo in 16098, brought with it two distinct improvements. First, it ex-
tended the faintness limit of the stars that could be seen, revealing countless
more than were visible by eye. The larger diameter of the telescope aperture
also gave an improved accuracy of positional measures.

Making the telescope mirror larger improves the accuracy proportion-
ately, but only up to the point that the atmospheric shimmering motion
sets in at around one second of arc. After that, even very large telescopes
on the ground, the largest now reaching a diameter of ten meters, fail to
break through the accuracy limit on angular positions set by the listless at-
mosphere.

Europe’s Extremely Large Telescope concept

Europe, the USA, and Japan,
all now operate big telescopes of
around this size. But ambitious
plans are currently being drawn up
on both sides of the Atlantic in an
unspoken race to construct the first
telescope mirrors of gargantuan di-
ameters, thirty or forty meters in
size. Their protective domes will be
the diameter of the Royal Albert Hall
in London but twice as high. With
such a large area of glass they will
see much fainter objects, and probe
further than ever before. But if used to measure star positions, even they will
not be immune from the intractable flickering motion of the atmosphere—
and its impenetrable accuracy barrier.

SO MUCH FOR ONE SECOND OF ARC. It is a tiny angle, problematic enough
to measure and, as we will see later, it proved a great challenge for the
astronomical instrument makers of earlier centuries. But in the world of
Hipparcos it’s an angle that is left far behind. For the accuracy of the an-
gular measurements that the satellite targeted was one thousandth of one
second of arc, a thousand times better than the jittering motion seen by tele-
scopes on the highest mountain sites. The entire celestial sphere, and more
than a hundred thousand stars distributed across it, were pin-pointed to this
exquisite accuracy.
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Chapter 2

One thousandth of a second

of arc, viewed from Europe

In the picture of our circle of reluctant volun-
teers spaced one meter apart, the circle would have
to grow to a radius of two hundred thousand kilo-
meters for people around its rim to be separated by
this angle of one thousandth of a second of arc when
viewed from the centre. If this fails to properly por-
tray such a microscopic angle, we can try to imag-
ine it as the size of an astronaut on the Moon viewed
from Earth, a golf ball in New York viewed from Lon-
don, or the diameter of human hair seen from ten
kilometers away. Or try this: stand one meter away
from someone, and focus on the end of one hair on
their head. Hair grows at about one centimeter a
month, so that in one second when viewed from this
distance, their hair has lengthened by an angle of one

thousandth of a second of arc.
Building a network of star positions across the sky with this accuracy

represented a technical challenge of enormous delicacy. The effects of the
atmosphere and Earth’s gravity had to be banished, mirrors had to polished,
instrument temperatures had to be controlled, and structures had to be sta-
bilised in a manner never before achieved. But doing so allowed the con-
struction of a celestial star map whose remarkable precision changed the
panorama of astronomy.

WHY DOES MEASURING THE POSITIONS of stars offer any insight at all into
their properties, let alone the structure of our Galaxy, or the origin of the
Universe?

The explanation is in fact not strictly related to pinning down the po-
sition of a star on the sky with great accuracy for its own sake; measuring
an accurate position as such is not the ultimate objective. Rather, the posi-
tions of stars in the sky vary minutely over months and years for a number of
reasons which are central to the task at hand. The crucial point is that repeat-
edly measuring an accurate position over a period of months and years can
discern and track certain tiny motions which prove central to understanding
their nature.

So, what are these motions? Let me start by explaining what they are not.
Those with a little familiarity with the night sky will know that the stars do not
appear in the same position from night-to-night, nor even between the start
of the night and the end, but appear to move slowly across the night sky. To
all intents and purposes, at least until we start our exploration of the heavens
as measured by Hipparcos, the stars occupy fixed positions relative to each
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Why Star Positions?

other, and it is simply the spinning of the Earth on its axis, one rotation every
twenty four hours, combined with its motion around the Sun, once per year,
which together give the stars their apparent collective movement. At least
as far as the human eye is concerned, their relative positions are preserved
without change over hundreds of years. This apparent systematic rotation of
the heavens, an artifact of the rotating Earth, is not the effect that Hipparcos
set out to measure.

EVERY STAR IS MOVING THROUGH SPACE. We know this now, although three
hundred years ago humanity did not. As a result, over many decades or cen-
turies, small displacements of some of the most swiftly moving stars do begin
to be discernible. The manifestation of these star motions was first reported
by Edmond Halley in 1718.

Proper motion
  in one year

Position of star
  at one time

 Position one
year later

(exaggerated)

Earth in orbit around Sun

Proper motion as the angular

change of a star’s space motion

Halley, of his eponymous comet fame,
had been comparing his contemporary
star charts, still constructed with relatively
coarse instruments with position accuracies
of only around ten seconds of arc, with those
made and recorded by the ancient Greeks.
He noted that the bright stars Aldebaran,
Arcturus and Sirius had moved significantly
from their positions given by Ptolemy in
his great mathematical and astronomical
treatise, the Almagest. Sirius, for example,
had moved nearly half a degree southwards,
about the diameter of the Moon, over the
intervening two thousand years9.

Although their movements across the
sky over a year or so were very small, their
progressive motions had accumulated over time. His contemporary cat-
alogues, accordingly, charted star positions which were significantly dis-
placed from those originally seen centuries before. It must have been a dis-
covery of enormous excitement for Halley, and the first detection of star mo-
tions across the sky was a turning point in the studies of the stars. Many
other shifts were soon reported, and the collective study of stellar motions
was born.

If the motion of any one star in the sky could be examined in detail,
greatly magnified, each star would be seen to move in a straight line across
the sky. The pattern of motions might appear rather chaotic, in the sense
that even stars near to each other on the sky can be moving in very different
directions, and at very different speeds.
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Measuring how the angular position of each star on the celestial sphere
changes with time gives what astronomers call the star’s ‘proper motion’. The
name is a little cryptic, probably drawn from the French ‘propre’ for ‘own’, but
was used to make clear that what is being measured is the motion originating
from the star itself, and not that due to other effects like the Earth’s rotation.
It also reminds us that what has been measured is an angular shift over time,
and not the actual speed of the star through space.

The two are closely related, but the distinction is important. What we
see is simply the star’s movement projected onto the celestial sphere, which
we can only describe in terms of an angular motion. If we don’t know the
star’s distance, we cannot infer its true motion through space: a star whose
position has changed by a certain amount over a few years might be a rela-
tively nearby star moving slowly through space, or a star at a greater distance
moving more rapidly. In practice, stars with large proper motions do tend
to be nearby, and searching for high proper motion objects—by comparing
photographs of the sky taken a few years apart—has proved to be a bountiful
way of discovering nearby stars. Most stars, meanwhile, are far enough away
that their angular proper motions are very small.

Velocity is unknown if an object’s

distance is unknown

The star’s space velocity is an impor-
tant quantity for astronomers, but deter-
mining it from the angular motion needs
a knowledge of the star’s distance. A star’s
distance is difficult to determine, and do-
ing so requires a special trick which I will
describe shortly. Again, an analogy might
help. If you look at an aircraft flying high
above the ground, it seems to move slowly,
but only because it is far away. We can mea-
sure its angular motion across the sky, but
if we don’t know its distance, we can’t deter-
mine its speed. It might move, for example,
by one degree across the sky in a few sec-

onds. If we knew its distance, we could convert the angular speed into a true
velocity. The same is true for a star.

PEOPLE WALK AT A METER OR TWO a second, cars travel at a few tens of me-
ters per second, and aircraft at a few hundred. Stars move through space at
vastly higher speeds, anywhere from a few kilometers up to tens of kilome-
ters a second or more, many tens of times faster than the fastest aircraft. But
if they move through space so fast, why then are we unable to discern their
movements by eye, even over an entire human lifetime? The reason is sim-
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ply due to the fact that space is so enormous, and the distances to even the
nearest stars beyond the Sun are so vast. As a result, a star’s motion when
viewed from the Earth is microscopic, just like an aircraft high in the sky. But
while an aircraft might be moving around one thousand seconds of arc each
second of time, a typical star might be moving at only a few thousandths of a
second of arc over an entire year.

The stars, then, appear to be all but stationary with respect to each other.
They seem to hold their positions because their angular motions are so mi-
croscopically small—because they are so far away. But careful observations
over a very long time show that they do all move. As a result, even the con-
stellations change their shape, albeit imperceptibly10.

The bright stars forming Ursa Major, for example, one of the largest and
most prominent of the northern constellations, known variously as the Big
Dipper or the Plough, look the same now as they did hundreds of years ago—
Ptolemy listed it, Shakespeare and Tennyson wrote about it, and Van Gogh
painted it. And they will look just the same to our children, and to theirs. But
to earliest humanity, a hundred thousand years ago, and to those equally far
in the future, the constellation would be unrecognisable, grossly distorted
from its present shape, the tiny motions of its seven bright stars asserting
their independence over these huge stretches of time.

Except for binary stars which have an additional orbital motion, stars
move pretty much in a straight line through space. This is just a consequence
of Newton’s first law, according to which objects remain in a state of uniform
motion unless an external force is applied. Over very long periods, the star’s
path is bent by the collective gravity field of our Galaxy, or due to the gravita-
tional pull of other stars, although these effects are well beyond what we can
measure today.

Ursa Major, now and in the far distant future
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WE NEED ONE MORE important concept in our astronomical toolkit: how to
measure distances to the stars. Knowledge of star distances is needed to con-
vert angular motions into true space motions. More importantly, we need to
know a star’s distance so that we can convert its observed properties, such as
its apparent brightness or angular radius, into true physical quantities, such
as its real luminosity or linear size. It is these basic physical properties of
each star which are essential in putting together a picture of its composition
and its internal structure, its age and its past and future evolution.

John Herschel (1867)

Here we hit a major problem, for the distances to
even the nearest stars are truly vast. They are enor-
mously, absurdly, and extravagantly large, and there
are no analogies that really allow us to comprehend
them. John Herschel (1792–1871), son of the illustrious
William, attempted to describe the unimaginable dis-
tance scales11: “To drop a pea at the end of every mile
of a voyage on a limitless ocean to the nearest fixed star,
would require a fleet of ten thousand ships, each of six
hundred tons burthen.” It’s an inconceivable distance,
and an equally inconceivably meaningless number of
peas. So let’s try another analogy: the world’s popula-

tion of seven billion people, spaced out one every five thousand kilometers,
would just about stretch to the nearest star.

This preposterous extent of space, but more poignantly its stark empti-
ness, are perhaps better conveyed by a scale model in which the Sun is
shrunk to a marble one centimeter in size: the Earth would be a grain of
salt one meter from it, and Pluto would sit far beyond at forty meters. In
this grand orrery, the nearest stars, Proxima and Alpha Centauri, would be a
staggering two hundred kilometers away.

When we come to look at the history of star position measurements we
will see that astronomers struggled for centuries to measure the first stellar
distances, not so surprising in view of the colossal—and unknown—problem
facing them. Some of the earliest attempts to guess star distances simply as-
sumed that they are just like the Sun, only much further away. This fairly rea-
sonable assumption already suggested that they lay at enormous distances,
and implied that accurate distance measurements would pose a most hor-
rendous technical challenge. But the underlying assumption that all stars
are just like the Sun is wildly wrong, as even the first distance measurements
would reveal. While all stars are seen as if projected onto an imaginary ce-
lestial sphere, they actually lie at very different distances, some relatively
nearby (although still at immense distances) and others very very much far-
ther away. And, sadly, their brightness gives no guide as to their distance.
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SO, HOW TO MEASURE the distance to a star? We certainly cannot visit them
and measure their distances directly, neither can we use radar or similar
techniques—they are just too far away. If we knew their intrinsic bright-
nesses we could infer their distances from their apparent magnitude12, but
this approach relies on a circular logic. Stars differ enormously in their in-
nate characteristics like size, mass, and luminosity, and it is precisely these
properties that astronomers want to pin down by measuring their distances.
We can’t deduce the distance to a town on the far horizon by measuring the
angular size of a prominent church spire, without knowing the height of that
particular spire. We can guess at the height from our knowledge of other
church spires, and thereby hazard a guess at the town’s distance, perhaps
even refining it by some observed relation between height and architectural
style, but this doesn’t help measuring the spire’s height with any degree of
rigour. Distance, geographical or astronomical, is a fundamental quantity
that must be measured directly.

At this point the more ardent reader might wish to reflect on how he or
she would go about measuring star distances. Even after some thought the
challenge might seem intractable. The solution, however, is a delightful ex-
ample of scientific ingenuity, simple enough to comprehend once explained,
even though its practical execution took pioneering minds and their instru-
mental onslaught some two hundred and fifty years to achieve. How would
funding authorities today react to such a long-term proposal?

The key to measuring stellar distances is actually based on the classical
surveying technique of triangulation. It simply makes use of the fact, known
since the time of Copernicus, that the Earth moves around the Sun, taking
one year to complete its orbit. This yearly motion provides slightly different
views of space as we speed around the Sun. The nearest stars then appear to
move back and forth with respect to the more distant ones over this annual
cycle. The problem is that the back-and-forth motion is tiny. Miniscule, in
fact. The picture of the grain of salt orbiting a marble at a distance of a meter,
and using this perspective change to measure a point of light two hundred
kilometers away, describes the challenge.

The effect is tiny, but is the same as that observed with our own eyes:
closing first one and then the other, a nearby object appears to jump back
and forth compared to a more distant object, although neither are moving.
Similarly, viewed from a swiftly moving vehicle like a car or train, a nearby
object like a tree appears to move rapidly against a distant object such as
a church spire while, again, it is only the observer who is actually moving.
The term parallax, from the Greek for change, describes the shift of angular
position of two stationary points relative to each other when the observer
changes position.
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Parallax range finder

Our two eyes give a pair of views of the
world around us, assembled into one by the
brain. Although separated by only a few cen-
timeters, this stereo vision gives us depth per-
ception and allows us to estimate distances, at
least to nearby objects. Early military range find-
ers used optics to extend the separation between
the two views to provide accurate distances for
their targets much further away. Astronomers
use the same stereo technique, but with views of
the celestial sky separated by hundreds of mil-
lions of kilometers as the Earth moves around
the Sun. In this way, Nature has generously
and serendipitously granted us the possibility of
measuring distances stretching across the vast
expanse of our Galaxy.

In terms of the Earth’s orbital motion
around the Sun, each star has its own parallax angle—the ratio of the Earth–
Sun distance to that of the star. If measured during this yearly motion, nearby
stars appear to oscillate slightly more, back and forth, compared to the more
distance stars13. The underlying principle of measuring stellar distances,
then, is actually rather straightforward—it’s just the small size of this parallax
motion that makes the task so challenging.

We now know that the stars nearest to the Sun, for example Alpha and
Proxima Centauri, have parallax shifts of around one second of arc, while
more distant stars have smaller parallax angles still. Down the centuries, at-
tempts to measure this parallax effect failed repeatedly because the relevant
angles were so small, almost as if the stars were points of light at infinite dis-
tance. The effect was first measured, finally, only in the 1830s.

It’s another of Nature’s coincidences that atmospheric blurring is about
the same size as the parallax shift of nearby stars. The Earth is enveloped
in a shimmering shroud, which grants us a tantalising view of the Universe
beyond, but which denies us any simple attempt to judge the preposterous
scale on which it has been assembled.

Measuring distances to more distant stars beyond our immediate neigh-
bours required accessing parallax angles of one tenth or one hundredth of a
second of arc, and this became feasible, from the Earth, only during that lat-
ter part of the twentieth century. But measuring more distant, larger num-
bers, or rarer types of stars, requires measurement accuracies of around one
thousandth of a second of arc. Before the advent of space measurements,
this goal remained firmly beyond reach.
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A B

Nearby star

Distant stars

View from A

Earthʼs yearly motion around the Sun

View from B
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Stellar parallax

The parallax-based distance measure-
ment technique is so basic that the fundamen-
tal unit of distance measurement in astronomy
is based upon it. Conveying the essentials
of ‘parallax’ and ‘second’ of arc it is referred
to as the parsec. One parsec is simply the
distance at which a star has a parallax angle
of one second of arc as the Earth moves in
its annual orbit around the Sun. It is the
method used by parallax hunters ever since
the heliocentric concept—the Earth moving
around the Sun—was fully embraced some
five hundred years ago. And it is the method
at the heart of the Hipparcos space mission. It
provides the empirical ruler of stellar distance
measurements that astronomers were eager to
pick up, and which they have not yet put down.

The light-year is a convenient description
of distance in astronomy, and the two units are
often used side-by-side (although only the par-
allax can be measured directly). The light-year
is the distance covered by light, which travels
at nearly three hundred thousand kilometers a
second, over a time interval of one year. Since
this terminology frequently leads to confusion,
let us be quite clear that a light-year is not the
measurement of time, but of distance—the dis-
tance travelled by light in one year.

Putting in the numbers, one parsec is a lit-
tle more than three light years, and one light-
year is some ten million million kilometers. It
so happens that the nearest stars to the Sun are at a distance of a little more
than one parsec, or around four light-years. So these are convenient units to
describe star distances—which is why they were chosen in the first place14.

FINALLY, LET ME GIVE SOME EXAMPLES of astronomical distances. The Sun
lies about one hundred and sixty million kilometers from Earth, a trifling dis-
tance, astronomically speaking, of eight light minutes. In other words, light
takes eight minutes to reach us after setting out from the Sun. Beyond our
Sun, the nearest stars lie at a distance of just over one parsec, or around four
light years, so that their light takes around four years to reach us.
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The nearest star cluster to our Sun, the Hyades, lies at a distance of
around forty parsecs, or a little more than a hundred light years. The spi-
ral arms of our Galaxy closest to us are at around five hundred parsecs, and
the centre of our Galaxy is nearly ten thousand parsecs distance, or a colos-
sal thirty thousand light years. Our nearest neighbouring galaxies, the Mag-
ellanic Clouds, are some fifty thousand parsecs. Beyond that, great galaxy
clusters stretch out to distances of tens of millions of parsecs or more—their
light taking tens of millions of years to reach us.

In terms of parallax angles then, we can see the problem at hand. As-
tronomers needed to master measurement accuracies of around one second
of arc to measure the distances to the nearest stars. And the more distant the
star, the smaller the parallax. Beyond the Hyades, the next nearest star clus-
ter to us is the Pleiades, with a parallax angle of one hundredth of a second
of arc, just within the measurement horizon of Hipparcos. But to pinpoint
direct distances to stars near the centre of our Galaxy would need accuracies
of a few millionths of a second of arc, well beyond present capabilities. The
next generation of space experiments, under construction, hope to conquer
even this barrier within the next few years.

WE HAVE SEEN HOW METICULOUS and repeated measurement of star posi-
tions allows us to figure out their distances from Earth, as well as their veloc-
ities through space. Because of its extremely high measurement accuracy,
despite the fact that its measurements were made over an interval of only
three years, Hipparcos was able to chart the distances and angular motions
of all the stars that it surveyed.

Now astronomers’ astral telephone directory, the catalogue lists the par-
allax of each star, organised around its miniscule units of thousandths of
a second of arc. Alongside are given their angular motions over one year,
equally tiny, expressed as so many thousandths of a second of arc per year.
The catalogue contains everything needed to pinpoint the stars, their dis-
tances, and their space motions. Everything, indeed, for a scientific study of
what it all means.
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